INSTALLATION CHANGE NOTICE

Effects part# 250-8450 and 250-8451

2017 Chevrolet, Buick, and GMC vehicles are now equipped with a new WiFi enabled Radio. The new radio requires a change to the method of installation from what is currently shown in the included manual.

This change is effective for vehicles with or without this WiFi system and is backward compatible with earlier year vehicles.

NOTE: Not Compatible with vehicles with RSE.

1: **DO NOT** connect the video LVDS cable at the HMI module.

2: Use the enclosed new video cables and connect to the video at the rear of the screen on the dash panels shown below.

3: Route the cable to the Interface module and connect to the appropriate ports. **NOTE: The Cables are labeled and MUST be connected correctly or no video will show.**

4: There are no other changes required.

5: Follow all other current installation instructions.

8” Mylink Dash Panel  Connection Point